to the manner born the meaning and origin of this phrase - to the manner born what s the meaning of the phrase to the manner born destined to be suited to something by virtue of birth or custom and practise what s the origin of the phrase to the manner born any examination of to the manner born has to include a mention of its often quoted incarnation in the manor born, to the manner born idioms by the free dictionary - buxom geena davis bucks a swash as if to the manner born but not even the sight of a sexy six foot female pirate can do too much for cutthroat island where non stop action fails to compensate for the lack of a decent script, to the manor born or to the manner born writing for - to the manner born comes from hamlet and means something like accustomed from birth or born with a talent proclivity or ability so our sentence means that although the ceo s emotional intelligence was lacking she worked on her people skills and improved, to the manner born define to the manner born at - in a manner of speaking in a way as it were so to speak we were in a manner of speaking babes in the woods to the manner born accustomed by birth to a high position he was a gentleman to the manner born used to a particular custom activity or role from birth, to the manor born wikipedia - to the manor born ran for three series and one christmas special from 30 september 1979 to 29 november 1981 each episode is thirty minutes long each episode is thirty minutes long the first series aired for seven episodes on sundays at 8 45 pm the second series for six episodes on sundays at 8 35 pm and the seven episode series three on sundays at 7 15 pm 3 the christmas special aired at 8 00 pm, to the manner born manor born the word detective - to the manner born manor born please pass the pass dear word detective i have heard the phrase to the manner born or to the manor born fairly frequently and i understand it to mean someone born to the upper classes or someone who has the appearance of being born to the upper classes, to the manor born tv series 1979 2007 imdb - to the manor born is a classic and unmistakably english sit com with all the wit and intelligence you d expect of good old british humour penelope keith does what she does best in sheer style portraying audrey forbes hamilton never audrey f h a recently widowed and infinitely upper class traditionalist whose steely determination makes her attitudes very difficult to change, to the manor born s01e01 grantleigh youtube - to the manor born s01e01 grantleigh life before the flying circus duration 55 34 monty python the bonzo dog band and the rutles 179 636 views